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Abstract 

We have studied J/t,b production in pp collisions at fi = 1.8 TeV with the D@ detector at Fermilab using /.L+P- data. We 
have measured the inclusive J/t,b production cross section as a function of J/I/I transverse momentum, pr. For the kinematic 
range pr> 8 GeV/c and 171 < 0.6 we obtain a(pP --+ J/t,b+X) .Br(J/rjl --+ J.L+~-) = 2.08 f O.l7(stat) f 0.46(syst) nb. 
Using the muon impact parameter we have estimated the fraction of J/(c, mesons coming from B meson decays to be 
f/: = 0.35 f 0.09( stat)fO.lO(syst) and inferred the inclusive b production cross section. From the information on the event 
topology the fraction of nonisolated J/t,b events has been measured to be fnonisot = 0.64 f 0.08( stat)f0.06( syst). We have 
also obtained the fraction of J/t+h events resulting from radiative decays of xc states, fx = 0.32 Gx 0.07( stat)f0.07( syst). 
We discuss the implications of our measurements for charmonium production processes. 

PACS: 13.8S.Ni; 14.65 Fy 
Kf,yword.s: Beauty; Charmonium; QCD; Tevatron 
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1. Introduction 

In high energy pi? collisions the dominant contribu- 
tions to J/g production are expected to come from the 
lowest order gluon-gluon fusion Feynman diagrams. 

The charmonium state is produced either directly [ 11, 
or through a bi; pair followed by a decay B --t J/$X 
[ 2,3]. Existing data from pp collider experiments 
UA 1 [4] and CDF [ 5,6] indicate that gluon-gluon 
fusion processes alone fail to reproduce the observed 

J/q9 production rate. It has been argued [7] that, in 

addition to gluon-gluon fusion, the process of gluon 
or charm quark fragmentation, i.e. splitting of a vir- 
tual parton into a charmonium state and other partons, 
is an important source of J/I). Both fragmentation di- 
rectly into J/lc, and fragmentation into xc followed 

by the radiative decay xc -+ J/e + y were included 
in the calculations of Ref. [ 71. Fragmentation into xc 

was found to give the largest contribution. While this 
process is of higher order in the QCD coupling con- 

stant LY,,, it is enhanced by a factor of pT2/mc2 (m, 

is the charm quark mass) with respect to gluon-gluon 
fusion and thus may play a significant role at suffi- 

ciently high transverse momentum. Recently it was 

suggested that the production and subsequent decay 
of hybrid, metastable charmonium (c?g) states might 

be yet another source of J/$ [ 81. 
Our measurement of the inclusive J/I++ production 

cross section presented in this paper is in agreement 
with the earlier results [4-61. In addition, a detailed 

study of the J/t,4 data, including the event topology, 
muon impact parameter, and the rate of xc radiative 

decays, allows us to estimate the role of various char- 
monium production mechanisms in pp collisions and 
to infer the inclusive b production cross section. 

2. Detector and data selection 

In this analysis we select opposite charge muon 
pairs in the mass range M,, < 6 GeV/c2. The analysis 
makes extensive use of all the main components of the 
D0 detector [ 91: the muon spectrometer, the liquid- 
argon uranium calorimeter, and the central tracking 
detector. The muon spectrometer consists of three lay- 

’ Visitor from IHEP, Beijing, China. 

’ Visitor from Univ. San Francisco de Quito, Ecuador. 

ers of proportional drift tubes and a magnetized iron 
toroid between the first two layers. The muon detec- 

tor provides a measurement of muon momentum with 
a resolution of 

Sp,p= [(“18(~-2))2+(0.008p)2]“~ 

(p in GeV/c). 

The calorimeter provides confirmation of the muon 
track and information on the presence of other hard 
scattering products in the vicinity. The total thick- 
ness of the calorimeter plus the toroid varies from 

13 to 15 interaction lengths and reduces the hadron 
punchthrough to a negligible level ( <OS%). The elec- 

tromagnetic part of the calorimeter, with its fine seg- 
mentation and energy resolution for electrons and pho- 
tons of 15%/v’-, has been used to detect the 

photon from the radiative decay of xc states. The cen- 

tral tracking system helps in identifying muons as- 
sociated with the interaction vertex. The inner vertex 
chamber (VTX) has three cylindrical layers of cells 

of eight wires each. The spatial resolution in the r - cf~ 

plane is z 60 pm. Muon track segments detected in 
the VTX chamber have been used in finding evidence 
for B particle decays as a source of muons. 

The data sample comes from the 1992- 1993 Teva- 
tron collider run. Dimuon data are collected with a 

multilevel trigger. The hardware and software muon 
triggers are described elsewhere [ lo]. The inclusive 
J/lc, cross section determination and the inferred in- 

tegrated b quark cross section are based on a data 
sample collected during the last half of the run, fol- 
lowing major changes in the muon trigger electronics. 
The data correspond to a total integrated luminosity 
of 6.6 pbb' . For this sample the events are required to 
have two muons at both hardware and software trigger 
levels. In the offline analysis two good quality muon 

tracks are required in the pseudorapidi ty range 1 vG 1 < 
1.0(~lc=-ln[tan(8/2)],where~isthepolarangle 
with respect to the beam axis). Both muon trajectories 
are required to be consistent with the reconstructed 
vertex position and to have a matching track in the 
central detector and at least 1 GeV energy deposition 
in the calorimeter. Each muon candidate is required 
to have at least one hit in the innermost layer of the 
muon detector. We exclude muon candidates in the re- 
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Fig. I. The mass spectrum for opposite sign muon pairs. The fitted 
.I,‘$ signal and background contributions are shown separately. 

gion 80” < +/L < 1 lo”, corresponding to the detector 

area near the Main Ring beam pipe where the muon 

chamber efficiency was low and poorly measured. We 
also restrict the pseudorapidity range for the dimuon to 

1771 < 0.6. In view of the modest dimuon mass resolu- 
tion, M 12% at the .I/@ mass, we carry out a complete 
analysis of the dimuon data in the invariant mass range 

n4,, < 6 GeV/c2. The total number of events used 

is 1146. The M,, distribution is shown as the solid 
points in Fig. 1. The fitted J/I) signal and background 
contributions are discussed in the following sections. 

To determine the relative rates of J/I) production 
from B meson decays, fb, and from radiative xc de- 
cays, fx, we use data from the entire run, with a to- 
tal integrated luminosity of 13 pb-‘. The combination 
of the increased luminosity and looser trigger require- 
ments results in a 60% increase in the number of J/S 
events available for the analysis. 

3. Inclusive J/t) production cross section 

In addition to the J/(cl signal, the dominant contri- 
bution to the dimuon spectrum at M,, < 6 GeV/c2 
is expected to come from processes involving heavy 
quarks, b and c. We distinguish the following classes 
of processes: ( 1) B -+ J/+X; (2) direct charmonium 
production; (3) b6 and cE events with both heavy 

quarks decaying semileptonically or with a sequential 
semileptonic decay b -+ c + p, c --) ,U (jointly de- 
noted QQ) ; and the case where one muon comes from 
a b or c decay and the other from a decay of a r or 

K meson (4). Other mechanisms that yield opposite 
sign dimuons are (5) virtual photon decays, referred 
to as the Drell-Yan process [ Ill, and (6) decays of 
light quark mesons such as p, #J and 7. 

Muons originating from b or c decays are accompa- 

nied by a collimated jet of hadrons that can be detected 
in the calorimeter. Gluon fragmentation into charmo- 
nium is also expected to produce muons embedded in 
jets. By contrast, muons from Drell-Yan events and 
those coming from direct charmonium production are 

expected to be isolated. 
We use the dimuon mass, M,,, the isolation of the 

more energetic muon, I,, and the dimuon momentum 
transverse to the jet axis, pFT,_,, to distinguish between 
various sources of dimuon events. We measure the 

isolation parameter for a muon, I,, by summing the 
energy in the calorimeter cells traversed by the muon 

and their two nearest neighbors (i.e. in a tower of 
size A? x A 4 = 0.5 x 0.5) and subtracting the 
expected energy deposition for a minimum ionizing 
particle with the given momentum. If the other muon 

of the pair lies within an 7 - 4 cone of radius AR = 0.6 
about the direction of the first muon, the energy loss 

of that muon is subtracted as well. If there is a jet in 
the event with a transverse energy greater than 8 GeV 
within a cone of radius AR = 0.7 about the direction 
of the dimuon momentum, it is used to calculate &ye,, 

otherwise &Fe, is set to zero. 
For each of the six dimuon production processes 

mentioned above, we generate a sample of Monte 

Carlo events. The process B --f J/$X serves as a 
paradigm for the ‘nonisolated’ J/I+~ production, in- 
cluding the possible gluon fragmentation process, for 
which no simulation program is currently available. 
Similarly, direct charmonium production is used as a 
template for all possible sources of isolated J/$. To 

simulate direct charmonium production we use the ex- 
plicit formulae for gluonic production of P wave CE 
states given by Humpert [ 121. We use the ISAJET 

[ 131 Monte Carlo generator which employs the EHLQ 
parton distribution functions [ 141. 

Each ISAJET Monte Carlo sample is passed through 
a program simulating the effects of the detector [ 151 
and trigger responses and then processed with the stan- 
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dard offline reconstruction program. For all six pro- 
cesses we have formed normalized probability distri- 

butions in the three selected physics variables, M,,, 
pFTe,, and fP. The distributions are combined to form 
a normalized likelihood function which is maximized 

with respect to coefficients that correspond to the con- 
tribution of each process. 

The fitted contributions to the dimuon spec- 
n-urn from various processes are shown in Fig. 
I. The total estimated number of J/$ events is 

407 f 28 (stat) f55( syst) . The fraction of J/(cl events 

attributed to nonisolated production is determined 

to be fnonisot = 0.64 f O.OS( stat) f0.06( syst). The 
systematic uncertainty in the number of J/(c, events 

and fnonisol is estimated by testing the stability of the 
fits with respect to changes in the fit assumptions. 
This includes varying the number of subprocesses 
considered in the fit, changing the shapes of the mass 
and isolation distributions, and fitting using only the 
mass and isolation distributions. The I, distribution 
for events in the mass range from 2 to 4.4 GeV/c2, 
together with the four largest contributions, is shown 
in Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the dimuon 

transverse momentum &I* for the same mass range. 

We emphasize that the p;“‘ distributions are not used 
in the fit, and therefore the observed agreement be- 

tween the data and the sum of all QCD subprocesses 

considered in the analysis provides support for this 
approach. In Figs. 1-3, we also show individual con- 

tributions from different processes included in the fit. 
However, the limited statistics of the data and the non- 
resonant character of most of those processes prevent 
us from making a reliable measurement of the cross 
section for each individual process. More details on 

the litting procedure can be found in Ref. [ 161, 
As a result of the fit, each event is assigned a rel- 

ative probability of originating from a given process. 

To obtain the inclusive J/e transverse momentum 
spectrum, we weight the experimental p$’ distribu- 
tion with the probabilities for nonisolated and isolated 
J/4. To correct for the momentum smearing of the 
muon, we have separately unfolded the resulting J/t) 

transverse momentum spectra using the technique of 
Ref. [ 171 and added the two unsmeared distributions 
together. The total unfolded spectrum, corrected for 
the acceptance and efficiency determined with simu- 
lated events, is used to calculate the differential J/q 
cross section du/dpT. 

- - Nonisolated J/v 

10 Isolated J/v 

QG 
-.~- n/K 

> e, __ All processes 

I , 

-5 0 5 10 15 20 21 5 

I, (GeV) 

Fig. 2. The isolation distribution for opposite sign muon pairs in 

the mass range 2 < M,, < 4.4 GeV/c2. The solid line is the 

fitted sum of the J/$ signal and background contributions. Also 

shown are the contributions from nonisolated and isolated J/J, 
production, as well as QQ. and T/K decays. 

I 
- - Nonisolated J/v 

lOI Isolated J/v 

Q(j 

-.- nl K 

- All processes 

# (GeV/c) 

Fig. 3. The transverse momentum distribution for opposite sign 

muon pairs in the mass range 2 < M,, < 4.4 GeV/c’. The 

solid line is the fitted sum of the J/gG signal and background 

contributions. Also shown are the contributions from nonisolated 

and isolated J/t) production, QQ, and T/K decays. 
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pp3 J/q + X 

Y 
m : B decay 

lo4 '~'~"'~""'~"'~""~'('/~"'11""""" 
2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 17.5 20 22.5 

pr (GeV/c> 

Fig. 4. The product du/dp~ Br vs pr for .I/+ + P+/.L-. 

The dotted line corresponds to J/S production through B meson 

decays. The dashed line corresponds to prompt J/t) production. 

The sum, with theoretical uncertainties 131, is delimited by the 

two solid lines. 

The combined acceptance and efficiency as a func- 

tion of PT increases from 1% at 8 GeV/c to a plateau 
of 10% at I5 GeV/c. The total systematic uncer- 
tainty is estimated to be 22%. It includes contributions 
from trigger efficiency ( 15%), background subtrac- 
tion ( 14%), offline dimuon selection cuts (6%)) and 

the integrated luminosity (5.4%). 
Finally, the acceptance of the two muons depends 

on the unknown polarization of the parent J/I/ meson. 

Our results are presented for the case of zero polariza- 
tion. For the extreme cases of 100% longitudinal and 

transverse polarization, the estimated cross section is 
changed by +20% and -25%, respectively. 

For the integrated cross section we obtain 

C(PP - J/I) + X> . Br( J/$ + ,u”+pu-) 

= 2.08 f O.l7(stat) f 0.46(syst) nb, 

p/. > 8.0 GeV/c, 1~1 < 0.6. 

The inclusive J/t) production cross section as a 
function of transverse momentum is shown in Fig. 4. 
The data points are shown with the statistical uncer- 
tainties and with the total of statistical and system- 
atic uncertainties added in quadrature. The spectrum 
agrees closely in size and shape with the J/G inclu- 
sive cross section measured by the CDF Collabora- 
tion [ 5,6]. Also plotted in Fig. 4 are theoretical pre- 

dictions for the J/I) production cross section. They 
agree with our measurement within the total experi- 
mental and theoretical uncertainty but are somewhat 
less steeply falling with pr. 

4. J/J/ production from B meson decays 

To determine the fraction fh of J/t) events origi- 

nating from B meson decays, we examine the distri- 
bution of the impact parameter of the muons relative 
to the event vertex in the transverse plane. 

The beam position in the r - 4 plane is determined 
collectively for all events occurring during a running 
period lasting a few hours. Tracks from the central 

drift chamber (CDC) are used to determine the z co- 
ordinate (along the beam) of the primary vertex. CDC 
tracks consistent with originating from the primary 

vertex are extrapolated to the VTX chamber. VTX 
track parameters and the z coordinate of the event ver- 
tex are stored for each event and used at the end of the 

run to fit the parameters of the beam trajectory: x0. yo 
and slopes dx/dz and dyldz. 

To calculate the muon impact parameter, each muon 
is required to have a matching track in the CDC and 

in the VTX chamber. The track matching efficiency is 

z 50%. The impact parameter is defined as the dis- 
tance of closest approach between the track and the 
primary vertex in the transverse plane. The sign is de- 
fined as positive (negative) if the track crossed the 
associated jet axis in front of (behind) the primary 

vertex. If there is no associated jet, the dimuon direc- 

tion is used as the reference axis. We have performed 
a simultaneous mass and impact parameter maximum 
likelihood fit [ 161 to the opposite sign dimuon data 
in the mass range 2 to 4.4 GeV/c2 and the impact pa- 
rameter range -0.08 cm to 0.16 cm. The fit includes 

four processes: ( 1) B -+ J/$, (2) direct charmonium 
production, (3) Qo, and (4) Drell-Yan production. 
The VTX track matching requirement suppresses the 
events with rr and K decays. Fig. 5 shows the muon 
impact parameter distribution together with the fitted 

contributions from processes ( 1) - ( 3). 
The total number of fitted J/a) events is 143 & 

17, over a background of 120 & 15 Qe and 8 Z!Z 4 
Drell-Yan events. The fitted value of the fraction of 
J/t++ mesons coming from B meson decays is fiJ= 
0.35 * 0.09( stat) fO.lO( syst). For this sample the 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the impact parameter with respect to the 

event vertex in the transverse plane for muons in the J/y? region. 

Also shown are the fitted contributions from prompt J/e (dotted 

line), B produced J/q? (dashed line), and the Q8 continuum 

(dashed-dotted line). 

mean value of the J/I+~ transverse momentum is 1 I .8 
GeVlc. The CDF Collaboration has determined fb as 

a function of the J/I) transverse momentum by mea- 

suring the decay distance of the dimuon in the trans- 
verse plane [6,18]. The two experiments are in good 
agreement in the overlap region, PT> 8 GeV/c. 

To determine the b quark cross section (the average 
of the b and 5 quark inclusive cross sections) we em- 

ploy a technique first used by the UAl Collaboration 
[ 191. We scale the measured J/t) inclusive produc- 
tion cross section by the following factors: 
( 1) the predicted Monte Carlo acceptance for b 

quarks with transverse momentum greater than 

p+““(b) that produce J/(cl’s satisfying the kine- 
matic cut pr > p?‘” ( J/t,h), 

(2) the combined branching fractions Br(B -+ 

J/G + Xl . Br( J/$ + ,u”+p-), 
(3) the fraction fh of J/t) from B meson decays. 

We define pp” (b) such that 90% of the b quarks 
remaining after application of the cut on the J/$ 
transverse momentum pi > pF”( J/$) have p; > 
~7’” (b) . Fig. 6 shows the b quark integrated cross sec- 
tion for p?‘” (b) = 9.9 and 12.4 GeV/c, corresponding 
to pr”‘“( J/ti) = 8 and 10 GeV/c. The cross section 
is in excellent agreement with the D@ single muon 

I 

pp+b+X,ds= 1.8TeV 

- - - Theoretical Uncertainty 
I 

5 10 20 30 40 50 

g”(b) (GeV/c) 

Fig. 6. Integrated b quark production cross section vs p;‘“(b) 

The full circles correspond to D0 .I/$ data (this work) and 

the open squares correspond to D0 single muon data I20 1, The 

curve represents the QCD NLO prediction 1211. This prediction 

uses tnb = 4.75 GeV/c’ and the MRSDO structure functions 

with A& = 140 MeV. The theoretical uncertainty results from 

choosing 100 < A& < 187 MeV, and the factorization and the 

renormalization scale /.L in the range pu/2 < p < 2~0 , where 

/Jo = JW. 

results [20]. The lines show next to leading order 
(NLO) QCD predictions [ 211 with theoretical uncer- 
tainties. Our results are consistent with the upper limit 
of the QCD band, corresponding to the choice A& = 

187 MeV and the factorization and the renormaliza- 

tion scale ,u = ,u,-,/2, where ,ug = JKG. 
5. P wave charmonium production 

J/t+4 production in the direct charmonium model 
proceeds predominantly via P wave states, xc, fol- 
lowed by their radiative decays, that is, gg --f xc --+ 
J/$ + y. The dominant contribution to J/e produc- 
tion through fragmentation is also expected to involve 
xc states. On the other hand, in B meson decays the 
fraction of J/$ mesons coming from xc decays is 
(23 f 8)% [22]. 

We have obtained a ,yc signal [23] by perform- 
ing a full reconstruction of the decay chain xc + 
J/#-t y. J/r+4 --+ ,u,t~. For events with a pair of opposite 
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M wIy - M,, (GeV/c2) 

Fi_p. 7. Distribution in AM = MPPY - M,, for dimuon events in 

the J/t) region. 

charge muons in the J/I,!I mass region (2 < M,, < 4 

GeV/c”) with p;’ > 8 GeV/c, we search for photons 

with energy greater than 1 GeV in the cone AR= 2 
about the dimuon direction. In the photon reconstruc- 

tion, we employ a nearest neighbor clustering algo- 
rithm. Proceeding from a list of towers in the electro- 

magnetic calorimeter, nearby towers are added to the 
cluster until there are no towers left with transverse 
energy ET above 0.5 GeV. To ensure the maximum 

reconstruction efficiency for low energy photons and 
maximum discrimination against hadrons, a number of 
restrictions on the cluster shape is imposed. We define 
nth order moments M”(x) for a given variable x as 

M”(X) = 2 E;x:‘,MO(x), 
I=’ 

where N is the number of cells in the cluster, Ei is 
the energy deposited in the ith cell and x stands for 
7, 4 or the coordinate along the shower development 

1. The following set of cuts is applied: M2( 4) < 0.3, 
M*(v) < 0.4,2 < M’(Z) < 13, and M2(1) < 150. 
Finally, the cluster is required to be separated from 
each muon by at least AR = 0.1. 

The difference between the invariant mass of the 
PJ_L~ and pp systems, AM, is shown in Fig. 7. There 
is a clear xc signal near AM = 0.4 GeV. The back- 
ground comes from photons from the decay of parti- 

cles belonging to the jet associated with the dimuon, 
as well as from random electromagnetic clusters from 
the underlying event. To estimate the background we 

have generated two distributionsof Ah4 by combining 
data from different dimuon events: ( 1) the jet associ- 
ated with a dimuon is replaced with another jet from 
a different event, together with its associated photons; 

(2) a dimuon in one event is combined with any pho- 
ton in any other event. 

We fit the experimental distribution of AM with a 
combination of a Gaussian signal peak and the two 

background shapes. For the Gaussian we use the res- 
olution of 0.063 GeV obtained from a Monte Carlo 
simulation. That gives us the best estimate of the size 

and shape of the background under the xc signal. The 
fit assigns 74f 13 events to the Gaussian. To make the 
signal estimate less dependent on the assumed Gaus- 
sian parameters, we subtract the fitted background 

from data in the AM interval 0.20-0.65 GeV. The re- 

sult is 70 f 15( stat) *12( syst) xc events. The sys- 
tematic uncertainty is estimated by varying the rela- 
tive contribution of the two background shapes and 
by redoing the tit with the AM resolution changed by 
f30% from its central value. In each case the result 
for the number of signal events varied by Z+Z 8 events. 

The combined correction factor for photon accep- 
tance and reconstruction efficiency is obtained by the 
Monte Carlo method. With the efficiency of 30 Y& 4%, 
the measured fraction of J/$ events coming from xc 
decay is f, = 0.32 f 0.07( stat) & O.O7(syst). Using 
a similar technique, the CDF Collaboration obtained 

[24] fX = 0.45 f O.OS(stat) -f O.lS(syst) for pr> 6 

GeV/c. 
Our result indicates that, contrary to the predictions 

of the direct charmonium production [ I] and gluon 
fragmentation models [ 71, the prompt J/$ production 

is not dominated by xc decay. Using our results on f/, 
and fX, and accounting for the contribution of 0.08 * 
0.03 from the decay chain B -+ xc -+ J/Q [ 221, we 
obtain a fraction of 1 - fh - fX + 0.08 = 0.41 & 0.17 
of all J/t+b events that do not originate from either B 
or xc decay. 

6. Summary and conclusions 

We have measured the inclusive J/t/? production 
cross section as a function of J/$ transverse momen- 
tum, pT. For the kinematic range PT> 8 GeV/c and 
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(~1 < 0.6 we obtain u(pp --f J/t+? + X) . Br( J/t+? -+ rea, CONICET and UBACYT in Argentina, and the 
p+p-) = 2.08 zlzO.17(stat)f0.46(syst) nb. From the A.P Sloan Foundation. 

pp simultaneous fit to M,,, pr re,, and Ip we determine 

the fraction of J/I/I events with a nonisolated dimuon, 

fnonisot. Using the muon impact parameter we have es- 
timated the fraction of J/ti mesons coming from B 
meson decays, fh. We have also obtained the fraction 
of J/t,+ events resulting from radiative decays of xc 

states, fx. 
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